August 7, 2017
Forest Supervisor Genevieve Masters
Umatilla National Forest
72510 Coyote Road
Pendleton, Oregon 97801
And
Forest Supervisor Tom Montoya
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest,
Attn: 1570 Appeals and Objections
1550 Dewey Avenue, Suite A
Baker City, OR 97814
Attn: Objection Reviewing Officers:
Sent Via Email
RE: OBJECTION to the Draft Record of Decision (ROD) and Ten Cent Community
Fire Protection Project Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).
Pursuant to 36 CFR Part 218, Wilderness Watch and Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project object to the
Draft Record of Decision (ROD) for the Ten Cent Community Fire Protection Project Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). Please note this specific objection is focused on the North Fork
John Day Wilderness.
Pursuant to Part 218, Wilderness Watch is the lead objector. Contact Person: Gary Macfarlane (ph) 208882-9755. The full objection and attachments are included in the emails. The citations are included as
well.
Wilderness Watch, and Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project both filed comments on this project as
documented in the FEIS appendix that addressed Wilderness. If your schedule permits, we would like to
discuss the issues raised in our objection with you.
Sincerely,

Gary Macfarlane
Board Member, Wilderness Watch, PO Box 9175, Missoula, MT 59807
www.wildernesswatch.org
208 882 9755
--and for-Karen Coulter
Co-Director, League of Wilderness Defenders/Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project
http://bluemountainsbiodiversityproject.org

Project summary:
Alternative 2 proposes landscape prescribed fire on up to 9,557 acres of the North Fork John Day
Wilderness.1 There are additional measures taken outside of the Wilderness.
I- Manager-Ignited Fires Are Inconsistent with the Wilderness Act
Wilderness Watch’s comments noted:
As noted in our scoping comments, these projects would allow manipulation and trammeling of
the North Fork John Day Wilderness that violate the Wilderness Act. Our organization supports
allowing lightning-caused fire to play its natural role in the Wildernesses but the Forest Service
plan proposes to significantly manipulate the Wilderness in ways that will harm wilderness
character. We address this concern in more detail below.
Section 4d1 of the Wilderness Act, while allowing measures to control fire, does not address the
issue of manager-ignited prescribed fires. This is a misreading of the Act and conflicts with the
Forest Service Manual which recognizes there is no broad discretion to light fires in Wilderness
(see FSM 2324.22 parts 6, 7 and 8).2
There are assumptions throughout the EIS that fuel amount drives large fires. We addressed this
fallacy in our earlier scoping comments and provide additional comment in the section on
NEPA. Another assumption is that fire suppression (assumed to be effective) has resulted in an
unnatural forest and therefore trammeling is necessary to correct past trammeling. This elevates
some ambiguous definition of naturalness above wildness or untrammeled wilderness, which is
contrary to the Wilderness Act.
The Forest Service has not demonstrated that ecosystem modification or modification of natural
processes is “the minimum requirement for administering the area as wilderness.” The main
thrust of a wilderness-based justification in the DEIS and the associated materials is the agency’s
illogical allegation that these actions, which are admittedly actions that trammel, will make the
Wilderness untrammeled. The documents also allege that manager-ignited fire “would not be
considered unacceptable changes in forest cover or visual/scenic qualities.” The latter assertion is
not germane to the discussion of whether the action is the minimum necessary. By way of
analog, the use of motor vehicles may not change forest cover or scenic qualities, but that does
not mean they are therefore compatible with Wilderness.
Additionally, the notion that “natural” conditions that have long been absent within a particular
area due to fire suppression and past development can somehow be reconstructed within that area
with more natural fire suppression (to protect human property) is suspect. Add to that the rapidly
changing nature of our forests from climate change, and it becomes nearly impossible to discern
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The project would also affect about 7800 acres of “potential wilderness area.” These lands generally coincide with the
inventoried roadless areas. Undeveloped lands include smaller areas. See FEIS pages 215 through 225.
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That said, while the Manual puts constraints on the use of management-ignited prescribed fire—constraints that are largely
ignored in this EIS--we would note that manager-ignited prescribed fire is at odds with the Wilderness Act, regardless of
Manual direction.
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a historical “natural” baseline point from which we should gauge “naturalness.” This is why
Howard Zahniser’s foresight is so important. As the author of the Wilderness Act, he focused,
primarily, on the “untrammeled” character of wilderness in the Wilderness Act knowing that
what is “natural” for that area will necessarily flow from what is “untrammeled.” The
uncontrolled, unmanipulated processes in wilderness create the state of naturalness for that area.
This provides us with a baseline from which to measure our management actions outside of
Wilderness. If we start managing Wilderness the same way we manage lands outside of
wilderness, through active manipulation, we lose the untrammeled baseline and we thus lose
what is “natural” for that area at that point in time.
The upshot is the interplay between the supposed purpose and need of this project, the
Wilderness Act, and EIS is such that the concept of wilderness character is turned on its head.
This misreading of the Act creates the illogical conclusions such as the perceived need to
trammel areas to make them untrammeled.
As noted above the Wilderness Act in section 4(d)(1) uses control rather than prevention or presuppression of fire. Pre-suppression manipulation is inconsistent with the Act. One can’t control
something that doesn’t (yet) exist. The control of fire was narrowly written to apply to fire suppression
and detection. The FEIS and ROD misread the Act and conflict sharply with the Forest Service Manual
which recognizes there is no broad discretion to light fires in Wilderness.
Indeed, when Congress felt pre-suppression actions were warranted; it approved those activities in
specific legislation. One example is legislation establishing some of the additions to the Ventana
Wilderness where undefined but “acceptable” “pre‐suppression” activities in Wilderness were allowed.
The Wilderness Act and the Oregon Wilderness Act of 1984 have no such provisions.
While the status quo may trammel Wilderness via firefighting, Section 4(d)(1) of the Wilderness Act
was written, for better or worse, to address this issue of fire suppression. The
Howard Zahniser, drafter of the Wilderness Act, stated that “[a] wilderness is an area where the earth
and its community of life are untrammeled by man. (Untrammeled – not untrampled – untrammeled,
meaning free, unbound, unhampered, unchecked, having the freedom of the wilderness.).” While the
Forest Service is rationalizing ecological intervention based on poor past management practices and on
other human-induced changes, “[t]hese threats do not justify further interventions into the natural
processes within wilderness areas. These projects, whose purposes are to restore (or redirect) natural
processes through the exercise of human agency, are precisely the intrusions of human culture that the
Wilderness Act meant to exclude from these special places.” Attachment 1, Sean Kammer, Coming to
Terms with Wilderness: The Wilderness Act and the Problem of Wildlife Restoration, 43 Environmental
Law 83, 86 (2013).
The Forest Service’s ongoing attempts to resist natural processes and change through active
manipulation of the wilderness are at odds with the Wilderness Act and the Forest Service’s own
management guidance. Vegetation changes, fire interval and intensity, and wildlife disbursement
attributable to a changing climate cannot logically represent degradation of wilderness character. See 36
C.F.R. § 293.2(a) (dictating that, in wilderness, “[n]atural ecological succession will be allowed to
operate freely to the extent feasible”). The Forest Service manual directs the Forest Service to FSM
2320.2 “[m]aintain wilderness in such a manner that ecosystems are unaffected by human manipulation
and influences so that plants and animals develop and respond to natural forces.” FSM 2320.2 Thus, if
there are actions the Forest Service may take to reduce impacts to the wilderness without manipulating
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natural processes (e.g. practices on private land that reduce structure flammability), it must take those
measures and allow natural processes to take it from there.
The terms “natural” and “untrammeled” are complimentary (and not to be conflated), and thus the
Wilderness Act isn’t internally inconsistent, as the EA seems to suggest. The canons of statutory
construction dictate that natural conditions be in harmony with wildness (untrammeled). United States v.
Powell, 6 F.3d 611, 614 (9th Cir. 1993) (“It is a basic rule of statutory construction that one provision
should not be interpreted in a way which is internally contradictory or that renders other provisions of
the same statute inconsistent or meaningless”); see also Wilderness Society, 353 F.3d at 60 (“a
fundamental canon that the words of a statute must be read in their context and with a view to their place
in the overall statutory scheme”); Kmart Corp. v. Cartier, Inc., 486 U.S. 281, 291 (1988) (“In
ascertaining the plain meaning of [a] statute, the court must look to the particular statutory language at
issue, as well as the language and design of the statute as a whole.”); United States v. Lewis, 67 F.3d
225, 228-29 (9th Cir. 1995) (“Particular phrases must be construed in light of the overall purpose and
structure of the whole statutory scheme.”). Thus, what is natural for the area necessarily flows from
what is untrammeled. Otherwise, the default position will always be to trammel Wilderness to comport
with a land manager’s notion of what is natural, even though various complicated factors—many of
which we do not fully understand and cannot control—are always necessarily at play in shifting natural
conditions. Wilderness is “in contrast” to areas where our actions and decisions dominate the landscape.
Nature should roll the dice in Wilderness, not managers.3
Resolution/Remedy:
* Withdraw the FEIS or exclude the prescribed fire and associated activities inside the North Fork John
Day Wilderness.
II- Trammeling Wilderness is not Consistent with the Best Available Science
Wilderness Watch comments noted:
1- Large wildfires are climate driven and fuel reductions have questionable results (see
Attachments 1 and 2).
2- Research suggests most fires are not unhealthy (and most forests are not out of whack just
because of fire suppression) as stand-replacing fires are normal in many forest types4. (See
attachments 3 through 6).
3- Regardless, climate change is making irrelevant all previous assumptions. Even the Forest
Service agrees that climate change will radically alter ecosystems, though the agency’s apparent
direction is manipulation, which conflicts with the Wilderness Act.
http://blogs.usda.gov/2016/11/01/looking-to-the-future-and-learning-from-the-past-in-ournational-forests/
As noted earlier, we are concerned that this project will degrade the untrammeled and natural character
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See Attachment 2, a critique by wilderness professionals, which is a rejection of the reductionist approach to Wilderness
taken by the EA and the misuse of the KIW2 protocol in administrative decisions.
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There is also a difference between pulse and press disturbances. Forests and watersheds have evolved with stand-replacing
pulse disturbances, which provide watershed benefits.
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of the Wilderness. Prescribed fire in the Wilderness may also have unintended negative consequences on
the ecology, wildlife, historic fire regime, and natural ecological processes. Justifications for this project
are based on faulty and scientifically controversial theories regarding: historic fire regime and stand
densities, the effectiveness of fuels reduction to lessen future fire severity, beetle-killed stands and fire
risk, threats to Wilderness values due to high-severity fires, threats to firefighter safety and resources
outside of the wilderness. Possible negative impacts to wildlife and habitats due to prescribed fire have
not been adequately analyzed in the FEIS. Wildernesses are not appropriate places for a manipulative
management experiment. The experimental extensive human intervention and interference with natural
processes in Wilderness areas as proposed in this project are suffused with faulty rationales, scientific
controversy, and uncertainty, and are not science-based. In consideration of these problems, this project
does not comply with the Wilderness Act.
Fire suppression is unlikely to have significantly affected the mixed-conifer forests that were very likely
dominated by large mixed-severity wildfire (including high severity patches) within the project area. In
addition, the remoteness of the area, lack of human habitation, and beneficial effects of allowing wildfire
to occur make the project area an ideal location for allowing lighting strikes and wildfires to burn
without intervention, and in their current state, as directed by the USFS’s mandate.
The Wilderness Act gives direction to emphasize and allow natural processes. Allowing high intensity
wildfires in the wilderness is necessary for proper ecological functions in these forests. Wildfire should
be allowed to burn in the Wilderness. Prescribed fire is a human management tool that attempts to
mimic natural processes, but is not a natural process and is subject to flawed assumptions and
applications. Flawed assumptions in this FEIS are used to justify this proposal to artificially manipulate
and alter the natural Wilderness environment, including:
• Studies repeatedly show that fuels treatments do not affect the size or intensity of wildfire.
Rather, climate and weather conditions are the primary drivers of fire behavior.
• This proposed human intervention in the Wilderness using prescribed fire management is based
on faulty and incomplete assumptions, and may create unintended negative effects. For example,
it may produce larger percentages of unburned or low or moderate intensity or severity burns
compared to compared to historic norms. Effects of artificially managing the Wilderness using
prescribed fire may potentially cause forests to be outside of actual historic range of variability.
Scientific studies showing controversy about historic forest density and fire regimes, particularly
in higher elevation areas, were either not disclosed or adequately analyzed.
• Current policies of fire fighting policies are putting firefighters at risk. The actions in this
proposal are not needed to change current policies. Indeed, rationales and justifications used to
argue that this project is necessary were flawed (discussion is above, throughout these
comments).
• Based on scientific realities regarding fire regimes and behavior, fire risk, and forest density, the
justifications for this management proposal in the Wilderness are invalid and do not meet the
criteria for human intervention described in the Wilderness Act or in associated regulations.
Forest Service policy under the Wilderness Act directs that lightning-caused fires should be permitted to
play, as nearly as possible, their natural ecological role within wilderness. None of the alternatives
proposed in this project (the action or no action alternatives) follow these directives. Failure to follow
these directives is not based in scientific fact or rationales, as demonstrated throughout these comments.
The minimum criteria for justification to manage Wilderness areas with prescribed fire have not been
met by this project. Additionally, the consequences of high intensity fires within the wilderness are
ecologically beneficial, risks are not increasing relative to historic norms, and chances of wildfire
escaping the wilderness cannot be effectively influenced by fuels reduction projects. Fuels reduction
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efforts, including prescribed fire, run counter to Wilderness Act directives.
The ROD (pg. 6) states:
Although this decision involves trammeling in the North Fork John Day Wilderness it will
provide benefits to the natural component of wilderness character by reducing unnaturally high
fuel loads that are the result of past trammeling (direct wildfire suppression). (Footnote omitted).
The USFS acknowledges that the project will negatively affect the untrammeled component of
wilderness character. This is a certainty if the project moves forward. However, the possible long-term
negative impacts of the project (degradation of scenic values and recreation, decreases in snags and dead
wood and other wildlife habitats (Pilliod et al. 2006), artificially manipulated forest stands that may
develop outside of normal and historic trajectories, etc.) is not adequately disclosed or considered. The
USFS offers no convincing rationale to suggest that the project will not cause long-term impacts. Also, it
is highly unlikely that this project will lessen the perceived need for “repeated, future trammeling
actions through fire suppression”, or that the project will return the Wilderness to a more natural
balance. Please see our discussion and citations on the USFS’s faulty underlying rationales and
assumptions regarding the project in other portions of this document.
Based on our review of current science, the FEA fails to meet the criteria for minimum requirements.
The USFS’s current policy of fire suppression in Wilderness also fails to meet this criteria; this project
does not have any adequate mechanisms by which to shift this flawed USFS policy into the future. There
is little to no evidence that USFS policy would change due to the implementation of this project.
Noss et al. (2006) notes, “Above all, a guiding principle of forest management should be a precautionary
approach that avoids ecological harm.” Wilderness is not the place for experimental large-scale
manipulative management based on uncertain and/or flawed assumptions. Experimental large-scale
manipulative management is not in line with the spirit or directives of the Wilderness Act.
We are extremely concerned that the use of prescribed fire in the Wilderness will open the door to
increased manipulation in this and other Wildernesses. We are very concerned that active management
in Wilderness will become more common, widespread, and invasive due to the precedent this project
will set if it is implemented. We are very concerned about increased human intervention in
Wildernesses, which seem to be proposed despite a veritable mountain of scientific evidence showing
that Wildernesses are, due to their least-managed conditions, providing the most high quality and
important core habitats and connectivity for wildlife across the landscape. Also despite evidence that
these areas have not departed from HRV for vegetation or fire regime parameters, and that fuels
reduction efforts are unlikely to be effective or make economic sense, and in the face of increased
pressure from climate change, among other issues. Active management in the Wilderness sets a bad
precedent that risks increased artificial manipulation in the last remaining areas that have been
comparatively free of human intervention and management, and which as a direct result of their
relatively unmanaged state are providing absolutely crucial habitat and disproportionately supporting the
viability of many sensitive and at-risk species.
Resolution/Remedy:
* Drop proposals for prescribed fire within the Wilderness.
III- The Ten Cent Project in the Wilderness proposal violates the National Environmental Policy
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Act (NEPA)
The purpose and need of the project is overly narrowly construed. The project fails to
meet/contradicts the purpose and need of the project.
The FEIS contains an overly narrow purpose and need, which is artificially narrowly construed so as to
pre-determine the selection of the action alternative. The overly narrow purpose and need precludes
alternatives or options more protective of Wilderness values, characteristics, and natural ecological
processes. The purpose and need does not sufficiently consider the preservation of true forest health in
the Wilderness, nor does it prioritize or uphold the Wilderness characteristics of the area. The purpose of
management (including passive management) in Wilderness areas should be to support Wilderness
values. The purposes in the FEIS instead inappropriately prioritize fuel management at the expense of
the untrammeled component of Wilderness character, natural ecosystem processes, and other values
associated with Wilderness areas. This is done even though there is no clear link in the FEIS between
fuel and fire intensity.
As noted in the above objection point, there is considerable scientific evidence that the forests within the
North Fork John Day Wilderness are not outside the Historic Range of Variability. For example, most of
the Greenhorn Unit of the North Fork John Day Wilderness is above 5400 feet in elevation. Other
studies suggest forests, even including dryer forests, are not necessarily out of the range of natural
variability (see Baker 2017, Stevens et al. 2016, Williams and Baker 2012, and Baker 2012). In essence,
the Forest Service is applying the wrong model, one that might be applicable to ponderosa pine forests
in Arizona and New Mexico, to the forest types in Oregon.
In any case, the project fails to meet the stated purpose and need of the project. For example, the FEIS
states [t]he 2015 fire season in the Pacific Northwest was the most severe in modern history and an
example of potential outcomes based on current forest condition. The FEIS failed to adequately consider
several key issues regarding underlying assumptions:
* Weather conditions such as drought and wind are the primary drivers of fire behavior, and generally
override on-the-ground forest conditions (2015 was such a year). Large wildfires are not generally
influenced by previous fuels reduction measures. For example, Lydersen et al. (2014) state:
Our results suggest that wildfire burning under extreme weather conditions, as is often the case
with fires that escape initial attack, can produce large areas of high-severity fire even in fuelsreduced forests with restored fire regimes.
Our study suggests that even fire-restored forests may not be resistant to high-intensity wildfire
that escapes suppression during extreme weather conditions.
*The forests in the project area are within HRV for historic mixed-conifer forests that included mixedseverity fires with long rotation intervals. Noss et al. (2006) note:
Fire exclusion has had little effect on fuels or forest structure in forests characterized by high
severity (stand replacement) fire. High severity fires are relatively infrequent, occurring at
intervals of one to many centuries, whereas active fire exclusion, especially in remote forests,
began only decades ago. Because fuel structures or tree densities are usually within the historical
range of variability, active restoration is ecologically inappropriate in these forests.
*Even drier forests in Oregon have stand replacing fires (see Baker 2012)
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* Fire suppression efforts were highly unlikely to have been widespread or effective. The 100+ year
timeframe the FEIS puts forth for fire exclusion is an extreme overestimate. Heyerdahl et al. (2002) note
that fire suppression was not effective until recent decades, “ …active re suppression by landmanagement agencies because these efforts were probably not effective until the 1940s–50s when
surplus military aircraft became available.” Furthermore, there is considerable evidence that the wetter
period over most of the West, between about 1950 and the mid 1980s coincided with what is perceived
as the era of effective fire suppression. It may be that fire suppression was not that effective, rather those
fires that were suppressed would not have burned much anyway due to climatic factors.
Johnson et al. (2001) note that for lightening strikes that occur in the absence of very specific weather
systems and dry conditions in similar subalpine forests, “the probability of lightning causing a fire is
nearly zero”. They go on to state that “smaller fires usually occur under marginal burning conditions
and, although numerous, account for only a small percentage of the area burned, whereas large fires
usually burn most of their area during extreme burning conditions and account for most of the area
burned.” The USFS characterization that “… 429 fire starts in the planning area between 1970 and
2015” does not equate to a outcome of significant acreages of fire suppressed, especially given that all
or the majority of these strikes were unlikely to result in any fire at all, or fire beyond a very small
handful of acres. The USFS provides no fact-based rationale for the determination that suppression of
these lightening strikes have significantly moved the forests within the project area away from HRV
especially since 5,326 acres have burned recently, as reported in the FEIS.
Furthermore, fires have burned adjacent to or near the project area. The Forest Service website contains
photos of recent fires. See for example:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/umatilla/recarea/?recid=56605
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/umatilla/recreation/?cid=stelprdb5238070
https://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/wallowa-whitman/recarea/?recid=52605
This last website page has the following picture:
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It would seem that recent fire has played more of a role in the larger region. The following website
pages documents areas of recent fire in the Blue Mountains, including the North Fork John Day
Wilderness.
http://www.thewildsproject.com/john-day-clarno-highlands/
http://www.thewildsproject.com/category/northforkjohnday/
Here is a photo from that website within the North Fork John Day Wilderness (it is not identified if it is
within the project area or not:

* Wilderness areas are not at increased risk of high severity fire. In fact, they burn with lower severity
than forests with less protection. Bradley et al. (2016) found that:
forests with higher levels of protection had lower severity values even though they are generally
identified as having the highest overall levels of biomass and fuel loading. Our results suggest a
need to reconsider current overly simplistic assumptions about the relationship between forest
protection and fire severity in fire management and policy.
* The short-term and temporary nature of the perceived fuels reduction benefits from this project are not
likely to result in meaningful changes to fire intensity, size, or severity. Rhodes and Baker (2008) found
that:
[u]sing extensive fire records for western US Forest Service lands, we estimate fuel treatments
have a mean probability of 2.0-7.9% of encountering moderate-or high-severity fire during an
assumed 20-year period of reduced fuels.
* Firefighters should not be suppressing wildfire in the Wilderness, especially given that 1) Wilderness
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areas are not at increased risks from wildfire and 2) the mixed-conifer forests within the project area are
within HRV for forest density and fire regimes. Current forest management is unnecessarily putting
firefighters at risk by focusing on more remote areas, including the Wilderness within the project area,
contrary to peer-reviewed science or common sense. Defensible space work within 40 meters [about 131
feet] of individual homes effectively protects homes from wildland fire, even intense fire. The research
suggests the current management practice of thinning broad zones in wildland areas hundreds, or
thousands, of meters away from homes is ineffective and diverts resources away from actual home
protection, which must be focused immediately adjacent to individual structures in order to protect them.
(Cohen 2000).
The FEIS is also contrary to science suggesting that Bull trout or other ESA-listed species need to be
protected from wildfire. These species evolved with and often depend on disturbance from wildfire,
including high severity wildfires (see Reiman and Clayton 1997, Reiman et al. 2000, Frissell and
Carnefix 2007, DellaSala et al. 2011). In addition, ESA-listed and Sensitive fish generally have their
most robust stocks in Wilderness and Roadless areas and have been shown to recolonize surprisingly
rapidly after even high-severity fire, provided that aquatic connectivity is in place (USFS 2014, vol 2. pg
60). Specifically:
“[F]ish can recover more quickly than previously thought even from severe burns. Redband trout
and bull trout have been shown to re-colonize severely burned drainages within two years,
provided the drainages were physically accessible (i.e., no culvert barriers, and provided that
other fish in unburned areas were close enough to discover and move back into the recently
burned habitat” (USFS 2014, vol 2. pg 60).”
* Improve the likelihood that land managers could allow naturally ignited fires to burn within the
wilderness is an undefined and problematic purpose or goal. Criteria for allowing future wildfires to
burn in the wilderness are undefined and vague, and lack concrete goals or any sort of benchmark. There
are no stated concrete management guidelines, standards, or clearly defined obtainable goals that will be
used in deciding when to allow future wildfires to burn in the Wilderness. Without any clear mechanism
to obtain this goal, using this as a stated purpose and as a justification for this project is inappropriate. If
this project moves forward, there will be concrete negative impacts to the Wilderness—while
unfortunately perceived future benefits may or may not happen, with no clearly defined mechanisms for
obtaining the benefits or fulfilling the purpose and need of the project. Furthermore, possible forest
conditions that might be considered acceptable in order for managers to feel “comfortable” with letting
future wildfires burn may be detrimental to forest health (as discussed further in other sections of this
document).
The FEIS puts forth false choices about prescribed fire vs. continued complete suppression based on
incorrect premises. As discussed throughout our comments, underlying assumptions in the FEIS are
flawed regarding: current intensity and size of wildfires compared to historic norms, current forest
densities compared to historic norms, and effectiveness of fuels reduction treatments to prevent large
high-intensity wildfires. These assumptions, based on incomplete scientific review, are used to justify
complete suppression in the North Fork John Day Wilderness and the supposed need to now light fires
in the same Wilderness. The FEIS puts forth a false choice between alternatives, suggesting the agency
will be forced to continue complete or near-complete fire suppression in the Wilderness without the
proposed action or some alternative like it. However, the rationales for fire suppression policy are not
based on best available current science. Findings from peer-reviewed studies that call these faulty
assumptions to light are found in our earlier comments and this objection. For example, fuels reduction
treatments are not generally effective in reducing future fire behavior. In addition, current risk of large
or high intensity fires is unlikely to be much greater than historic norms.
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Inadequate range of alternatives
The analysis should have included a range of alternatives beyond just an action and a no action
alternative. Alternatives should have considered such options as offering, for example, prescribed fire
proposed only outside of Wilderness, PWAs, and IRAs, and varied timing of the burns according to the
risks and needs of specific species within the project. See studies cited throughout this document
showing that the underlying assumptions for the project (increased risk from wildfire, efficacy of
treatments, etc.) are, at best, scientifically controversial and warrant further analysis in an EIS with an
adequate range of alternatives.
Failure to disclose scientific controversy or to include best available science
Our comments, attachments, and citations noted herein demonstrate legitimate scientific controversy
regarding the underlying assumptions and justifications used for this project, as well as the potential
unintended negative effects on the ecological and human environment within the North Fork John Day
Wilderness.
The USFS needs to conduct a quantitative analysis including longer timeframes and larger spatial scales
to determine whether or not alleged deviations for historic fire patterns are accurate, and if such alleged
deviations would actually influence high intensity fire behavior. While the USFS has conducted fire
suppression re: lightning strikes in the Wilderness (documented in the FEIS as occurring since 1970), it
is not clear that this makes any difference in terms of ecological norms, or in increasing high severity
fire risk or potentially affecting fuels build-up or fire regime or return intervals.
Dillon et al. (2011) also found that no increase in fire intensity in most forested regions of the western
U.S., including no increasing trend of fire intensity in forests of the Pacific Northwest, Inland
Northwest, and northern Rocky Mountains. Odion et al. (2014) showed that forests in western North
America now have unnaturally low levels of high-intensity fire in all regions due to fire suppression.
Baker (2012) noted of dry forests that “the risk of high-severity fire has not increased relative to
historical landscapes.”
Baker (2015) found similar results:
This analysis showed the rate of recent high-severity fire in dry forests is within the range of
historical rates, or is too low, overall across dry forests and individually in 42 of 43 analysis
regions. Significant upward trends were lacking overall from 1984–2012 for area burned and
fraction burned at high severity.
Fire suppression in the project area was only documented in the EIS as occurring since 1970, and no
specific information is provided for time periods before this. There is no concrete documentation about
the extent of fire suppression efforts before 1970. It seems unlikely that this remote, rugged terrain
experienced fully effective and consistent suppression for the entirety of the last 100+ years.
Hessberg et al. (2007) found that historically mixed-conifer forests were dominated by dense forests.
Unfortunately, current management trends across the region seek to decrease forest density and highseverity fires throughout large portions of Oregon, without regard to how much dense forest may have
actually existed on the landscape based on the full range of best available current science.
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However, numerous studies suggest that very large fires, including large patches of high-severity fire,
are normal for these forests. The natural ecological role of fire includes and requires large high-severity
fires, which are largely driven by hot, dry weather conditions. However, these are the very kind of fires
the FEIS and ROD seek to prevent.
A recent study from Bradley et al. (2016) challenges USFS assumptions about the fire risk associated
with Wilderness areas. The authors state:
There is a widespread view among land managers and others that the protected status of many
forestlands in the western United States corresponds with higher fire severity levels due to
historical restrictions on logging that contribute to greater amounts of biomass and fuel loading
in less intensively managed areas, particularly after decades of fire suppression. This view has
led to recent proposals—both administrative and legislative—to reduce or eliminate forest
protections and increase some forms of logging based on the belief that restrictions on active
management have increased fire severity. We investigated the relationship between protected
status and fire severity using the Random Forests algorithm applied to 1500 fires affecting 9.5
million hectares between 1984 and 2014 in pine (Pinus ponderosa, Pinus jeffreyi) and mixedconifer forests of western United States, accounting for key topographic and climate variables.
We found forests with higher levels of protection had lower severity values even though they are
generally identified as having the highest overall levels of biomass and fuel loading. Our results
suggest a need to reconsider current overly simplistic assumptions about the relationship between
forest protection and fire severity in fire management and policy”
Protected forests burn at lower severities
We found no evidence to support the prevailing forest/fire management hypothesis that higher
levels of forest protections are associated with more severe fires based on the RF and linear
mixed-effects modeling approaches. On the contrary, using over three decades of fire severity
data from relatively frequent-fire pine and mixed-conifer forests throughout the western United
States, we found support for the opposite conclusion—burn severity tended to be higher in areas
with lower levels of protection status (more intense management), after accounting for
topographic and climatic conditions in all three model runs. Thus, we rejected the prevailing
forest management view that areas with higher protection levels burn most severely during
wildfires.
Odion et al. (2014) noted, based on extensive literature review of landscape-scale evidence of historical
fire severity patters in Ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forests:
There is widespread concern that fire exclusion has led to an unprecedented threat of
uncharacteristically severe fires in ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex. Laws) and
mixed-conifer forests of western North America. These extensive montane forests are considered
to be adapted to a low/moderate-severity fire regime that maintained stands of relatively old
trees. However, there is increasing recognition from landscape-scale assessments that, prior to
any significant effects of fire exclusion, fires and forest structure were more variable in these
forests. Biota in these forests are also dependent on the resources made available by higherseverity fire.
… most forests appear to have been characterized by mixed-severity fire that included
ecologically significant amounts of weather-driven, high-severity fire.
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….paleoecological studies also support mixed-severity fire regimes for the ponderosa pine and
mixed-conifer forests. These studies have found charcoal depositions from major fire episodes in
ponderosa pine and interior Douglas-fir forests occurring for millennia in the northern Rockies
(central Idaho: [100,101]), Klamath [102], Sierra Nevada [103], eastern Oregon Cascades [104],
and southwestern USA [105–107]. These major episodes are generally interpreted as large,
severe fire events [101– 107].
The high-severity fire rotations in Table 4 do not support the hypothesis that low/moderateseverity fire regimes were predominant in the majority of ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer
forests of western North America. In all the large, forest landscapes for which data covering at
least 70 years exist, high-severity fire rotations ranged from about 217 to 849 years [57], and
were mostly ,200–500 years. This is generally less than potential tree lifespans. For combined
moderate- and high-severity fires in the eastern Cascades, rotations were 115–128 years
The majority of the evidence did not support the low/moderate-severity fire hypothesis, but,
instead, supported the alternate hypothesis that mixed-severity fire shaped these forest
landscapes. This finding applies to Pacific states ponderosa pine, Jeffrey pine, and California
mixed-conifer forests, as well as ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests in the eastern
Cascades, Rockies and southwestern USA, where low/moderate-severity regimes have often
been applied.
In addition, patch sizes of highseverity fire in the central Rockies have not increased [58]. Our
assessment of high-severity rotations based upon existing literature also revealed a generally
lower incidence of high-severity fire in these forests in recent decades…
Based on direct observations of fire behavior, high winds (generally 10 m open wind speeds .32–
35 kilometers/hr) may subject virtually any conifer forest, regardless of fuel density, to crown
fire [108]. Thus, empirical data call into question a major premise of the low/moderate-severity
fire regime: that ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests may be completely resistant to crown
fire. Fire intensity increases with winds, and at winds of .30 km/hr spot fires may be ignited over
1 km ahead of the fire front [109]. The coalescing of separate spot fires with the fire front can
further energize wind-driven fire [110,111]. Severe droughts also intensify fires by reducing fuel
moisture to extremely low levels, allowing crown fire under less windy conditions [108,112].
Severe drought years throughout much of western North America occurred from 1856 to 1865,
1870 to 1877 and 1890 to 1896 [113]. The extensive high-severity fires of 1910 (the Big Burn in
Idaho and Montana), when large areas of drier forests burned at high severity prior to fire
exclusion–much of it in ponderosa pine–illustrate how fire behavior that is rare temporally due to
extreme climate and weather can dominate in space [1]. Many fire episodes in the charcoal
records that exceed modern fires undoubtedly involve combinations of extreme wind, drought,
and mass fire.
The importance of multiple lines of evidence has been stressed in determining whether mixedseverity fire regimes applied historically [122]. Our results illustrate broad evidence of mixedseverity fire regimes in ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests of western North America.
Prior to settlement and fire exclusion, these forests historically exhibited much greater structural
and successional diversity than implied by the low/moderate-severity model.
To improve clarity in communication, we propose that ‘‘low/ moderate-severity’’ be applied to
those regimes where, as the term implies, high-severity fire is absent. These circumstances
appear to be quite rare in the ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests of western North
America. Therefore, a fire regime with a high-severity component of any amount should not be
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classified as low/moderate-severity
Our findings suggest a need to recognize mixed-severity fire regimes (Table 2) as the
predominant fire regime for most of the ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests of western
North America
High intensity wildfires produce unique ecological conditions compared to low intensity fires. High
intensity fires are historically natural, and unique, and are integral to the biodiversity of flora and fauna
in the region and in this Wilderness area (see Hutto 2008 and Hutto et al. 2008). Favoring lower severity
fires in management activities may create unnatural ecological situations that are deleterious to the
wildlife, ecological processes, biodiversity, and wilderness character of the area. Prescribed fire is not
the same as wildfire. The behavior, size, regime, frequency, return intervals, etc. are not the same in
prescribed fires compared to Wilderness. Therefore, the post-fire environment and ecology of the
Wilderness will be artificially altered and deviate from natural trajectories if this project goes forward.
Regardless of the scientific evidence presented above, Appendix A page 3 shows that very little of the
Wilderness has a very frequent fire regime. Most of the area ( 9135 acres) has a 35 to 100+ year fire
frequency. Only 376 acres of the 9560 acres of Wilderness has a frequent (0-35 year) fire regime. Event
he agency’s own figures show the area is not out of its HRV regarding fire regimes and effective fire
suppression.
Inclusion of Non-NEPA Documents
The two main statutes that govern the management of our National Forests are the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National Forest Management Act (NFMA). These two
intertwined environmental laws form the procedural path the Forest Service must follow when making
management decisions that affect National Forest land. One of the most important steps in this path is
the requirement of public participation in the management decisions. Public participation in Forest
Service management decisions is extremely important because it helps to ensure agency compliance
with the applicable environmental laws that control or affect land and resource use and provides for
administrative appeal and judicial review of these decisions.
Specifically, the Grant County Fire Plan did not go through the federal NEPA analysis and decision
process to look at a range of alternatives or to consider cumulative impacts. This is crucial in part
because no alternatives to the non-forest plan direction included in the county fire plan have been
considered. The cumulative effects of that change in direction has not been analyzed either.
If the agency wishes to use other direction other than those found in the forest plan, it needs to comply
with NEPA and NFMA by doing a forest plan amendment. Simply put, pre-NEPA decisions referred to
in the FEIS are not allowed either under NEPA or NFMA, regardless of the reason.
Forest Service land-management decision-making is a two-stage process. Briefly, there is the planning
stage and the site-specific project stage. The planning stage is the production of Land and Resource
Management Plans (LRMP's or Forest Plans), which create a framework for subsequent forest
management. Forest Plans are regarded as programmatic documents that establish the management
direction of the forest. The second stage is the development of site-specific projects, which determine
the specific uses to which the forest will be put to accomplish the goals set forth in the Forest Plan. Sitespecific projects are required to comply with the management prescriptions established in the Forest
Plan.
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Additional documents, which set management direction, under the deceptive auspices of analysis, are
not allowed under NEPA and NFMA. Such tiering to a non-NEPA document is not consistent with
NEPA, NFMA or the forest plans in the Blue Mountains. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.20. They must be adopted
by the forest plan to be legitimate as agency direction.
Simply put, the project does not comply with NEPA or NFMA because de facto decisions and
amendments to the Forest Plans have been adopted without going through either the amendment process
under NFMA or the NEPA, public evaluation process.
Resolution/Remedy:
* Limit prescribed fire to only those areas outside of the Wilderness, and outside of IRAs and PWAs.
IV- The Rod and FEIS Fail to Show the Project is the Minimum Necessary in Wilderness
The Forest Service has not demonstrated that ecosystem modification or modification of natural
processes is “the minimum requirement for administering the area as wilderness.” The only attempt at a
wilderness-based justification for the otherwise prohibited activities within the Wilderness is the
agency’s allegation that these actions will somehow prevent a large wildlife (they won’t and large
wildfires are part of this landscape) reduce the intensity of fire suppression in the future, or possibly
allow some natural fires to play their role.
The Wilderness Act contains a narrow exception to allow otherwise-prohibited activities only where
such activities are necessary to meet the minimum requirements for administration of an area for the
purpose of the Wilderness Act. 16 U.S.C. § 1133(c). In other words, the exception applies only where
the otherwise-prohibited activity will affirmatively advance the “‘preservation and protection’ of
wilderness lands … in their natural, untrammeled state.” Wilderness Soc’y v. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv.,
353 F.3d 1051, 1061 (9th Cir. 2003) (en banc) (quoting 16 U.S.C. § 1131(a)). The Wilderness Act
charges “each agency administering any area designated as wilderness [with the responsibility of]
preserving the wilderness character of the area.” 16 U.S.C. § 1133(b). As the Ninth Circuit stated in
High Sierra v. Blackwell:
The Wilderness Act twice states its overarching purpose. In Section 1131(a) the Act states, ‘and
[wilderness areas] shall be administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in
such a manner as will leave them unimpaired for the future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and
so as to provide for the protection of those areas, the preservation of their wilderness character,’
16 U.S.C. § 1131(a). Although the Act stresses the importance of the wilderness areas as places
for the public to enjoy, it simultaneously restricts their use in any way that would impair their
future as wilderness. This responsibility is reiterated in Section 1133(b), in which the
administering agency is charged with preserving the wilderness character of the area.
High Sierra Hikers Ass’n v. Blackwell, 390 F.3d 630, 648 (9th Cir. 2004); see also Id. at 645 (citing 16
U.S.C. 1133(b)). The goal to “return fire” is not necessarily coextensive with the statutory mandate to
preserve wilderness lands in their untrammeled state and thus it is questionable to use it to invoke the
exception to the Act’s prohibitions. See 16 U.S.C. § 1133(c).
There is no guarantee that the Forest Service will either engage in less destructive fire suppression in the
future or allow future natural fires to play its role in the Wilderness after this manipulation. Indeed, these
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decisions are based upon the conditions at the time a fire is detected. Any suggestion that this might
happen in the future is very speculative, at best, given, the agency’s increasing emphasis on fire control
and the budget dedicated to fire.
The FEIS does not suggest the probability that a fire would occur in this area. In fact, The FEIS notes
these kinds of fires are “unpredictable.”
Rather than prevent future trammeling, it is more likely that the agency would engage in further
trammeling in the future because vegetation grows and the conclusion again would be it must be
periodically treated in in the Wilderness. As such, the EA is seriously flawed. Specifically, it does not
include future trammeling needed to maintain the treated fuels as a consequence of a course of action,
leading the reviewer to conclude that such an action is not a foreseeable future action. Yet, it does claim
in numerous instances--and incorporates into the analysis of the various alternatives—the highly
speculative proposition that if a future lightning strike were to occur in the Wilderness, then the action
alternatives could reduce the agency’s firefighting impact on the Wildermness at that future time.
In other words, the agency is saying that an unforeseen event of a lightning strike is not only a
foreseeable future action, in terms of NEPA analysis, but is the main justification for this project. On the
other hand, actions to “treat fuels” are not deemed foreseeable, even though they would be needed under
the assumptions in the EIS. This inconsistency seriously biases the EIS.
The preceding paragraphs show how the Forest Service reduces the Wilderness Act to a procedural
statute—something akin to NEPA. The Wilderness Act is a substantive statute with a substantive
purpose, 16 U.S.C. 1131(a), and substantive prohibitions, 16 U.S.C. 1133(c). The Courts are very clear
that the Wilderness Act is not a procedural statute. “The Wilderness Act ‘emphasizes outcome
(wilderness preservation) over procedure’ and has been described to be ‘as close to an outcome-oriented
piece of environmental legislation as exists.”’ Wilderness Watch v. Iwamoto, 853 F.Supp.2d 1063, 1071
(W.D. Wash. 2012) (quoting High Sierra Hikers Ass’n v. U.S. Forest Serv., 436 F.Supp.2d 1117, 1138
(E.D. Cal. 2006)). “[T]he Wilderness Act is a specific, protective statute militating against [various
forms of] intrusions.” Olympic Park Associates, No. C04-5732FDB, 2005 WL 1871114, at *7 (W.D.
Wash. Aug 1, 2005). Accordingly, the Forest Service must ensure that any management action it is
taking is substantively compatible with the Wilderness Act, including authorizing generally prohibited
activities only to the extent necessary. This duty cannot be abdicated by other management objectives
and goals. “The limitation on the Forest Service's discretion to authorize prohibited activities only to the
extent necessary flows directly out of the agency's obligation under the Wilderness Act to protect and
preserve wilderness areas.” High Sierra Hikers Ass'n, v. Blackwell, 390 F.3d 630, 647 (9th Cir. 2004).
Congress made preservation of wilderness values “the primary duty of the Forest Service, and it must
guide all decisions as the first and foremost standard of review for any proposed action.” Greater
Yellowstone Coalition v. Timchak, 2006 WL 3386731 at *6 (D.Idaho Nov. 21, 2006).
Questions such as the following need to be asked:
Why is it important to have all 9557 acres in the agency-ignited fire prescription? That is every
Wilderness acre in the project area.
How often will the prescribed burning have to be repeated in the future?
Resolution/Remedies:
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Allow natural fire to play its role in the project area and drop the FEIS and ROD or eliminate the
agency-ignited fire in Wilderness.
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